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Continuing Activities, placing emphasis on any activities supporting the 2017-2021 Strategic Plan (Required)

The committee will start to plan for the First-Timer reception and the year-long mentoring program in February/March. This supports Strategic goal #2.

Calls for Great Ideas and Student-Snap Shot Session will be sent out by the PPC soon. The Mentoring committee will be reviewing those proposals as they come in and will be coordinating with presenters leading up to the conference.

Calls for mentors will also be going out in March. Twenty mentors are needed to participate in the year-long mentoring program, which runs from July 1 to May 31.

The Library School Ambassador is still in need of ambassadors. Calls for ambassadors will go out in the months leading up to the conference. Reminders to contact Library Schools are sent to ambassadors throughout the year, but a bit more regularly in the months leading up to the conference.
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